This package computes the areas under the precision-recall (PR) and ROC curve for weighted (e.g., soft-labeled) and unweighted data. In contrast to other implementations, the interpolation between points of the PR curve is done by a non-linear piecewise function. In addition to the areas under the curves, the curves themselves can also be computed and plotted by a specific S3-method. Users should be aware of the small sample size problem [1].

We thank Toby Dylan Hocking for suggesting the use of `cumsum` for computing ROC and PR curves.

1 ROC and PR curves for hard-labeled data

We first consider an example, where the classification task is to distinguish data points originating from two different classes (termed positive/negative or foreground/background). In the example, we assume that the test data set contains 300 data points from the foreground (positive) and 500 data points from the background (negative) class.

To make this example running R code, we generate classification scores by drawing values from two different Gaussian distributions:

```r
> fg<-rnorm(300);
> bg<-rnorm(500,-2);
```
In a real application, however, \(fg\) would contain the classification scores of our classifier for each of the 300 foreground data points, and \(bg\) would contain the classification scores for each of the 500 background data points. With the classification scores for these data points at hand, we can now use the functions \texttt{roc.curve} and \texttt{pr.curve} of the PRROC R-package to compute the area under the ROC and the area under the PR curve of our classifier:

\begin{verbatim}
> roc<-roc.curve(scores.class0 = fg, scores.class1 = bg)
> pr<-pr.curve(scores.class0 = fg, scores.class1 = bg)
\end{verbatim}

Evaluating the resulting object for AUC-ROC in R, we get printed the AUC value

\begin{verbatim}
> roc

ROC curve

Area under curve:
  0.9162667

Curve not computed ( can be done by using curve=TRUE )
\end{verbatim}

and the output reminds us that, as of now, we only computed AUC-ROC, but not the ROC curve itself.

The result for the AUC-PR object is similar

\begin{verbatim}
> pr

Precision-recall curve

Area under curve (Integral):
  0.8777665

Area under curve (Davis & Goadrich):
  0.8777661

Curve not computed ( can be done by using curve=TRUE )
\end{verbatim}

but prints out two different AUC-PR values, one using the interpolation of Davis & Goadrich [2] and one using the continuous interpolation of Boyd \textit{et al.} [3] and Keilwagen \textit{et al.} [4].

To also compute the ROC and the PR curve, we add a parameter \texttt{curve = TRUE} to both functions:

\begin{verbatim}
> roc<-roc.curve(scores.class0 = fg, scores.class1 = bg, curve = TRUE)
> pr<-pr.curve(scores.class0 = fg, scores.class1 = bg, curve = TRUE)
\end{verbatim}

Printing the results now also shows that both curves have been determined:
> roc

ROC curve

Area under curve:
0.9162667

Curve for scores from -4.935784 to 2.888259
(can be plotted with plot(x))

> pr

Precision-recall curve

Area under curve (Integral):
0.8777665

Area under curve (Davis & Goadrich):
0.8777661

Curve for scores from -4.935784 to 2.888259
(can be plotted with plot(x))

We can now use the object for the ROC curve to obtain a plot of the curve
> plot(roc)
and get the following plot:
The color scale on the right side of the plot gives an indication, which classification threshold results in a certain point on the curve, i.e., a certain pair of sensitivity and false positive rate.

In complete analogy, we call \texttt{plot} for the PR curve

\begin{verbatim}
> plot(pr)
\end{verbatim}

and obtain

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{pr_curve}
\caption{PR curve \newline \texttt{AUC} = 0.8777665}
\end{figure}

As an alternative interface to the \texttt{roc.curve} and \texttt{pr.curve} functions for hard-labeled data, we can provide a joint vector of classification scores together with a vector of class labels, where a value of 1 means that a data point belongs to the foreground (positive) class and a value of 0 corresponds to the background (negative) class.

Here, we simulate this scenario by concatenating the previous two score arrays and generating a label vector \texttt{lab} with the corresponding class labels:

\begin{verbatim}
> x<-c(fg,bg);
> lab<-c(rep(1,length(fg)),rep(0,length(bg)))
\end{verbatim}

We call \texttt{roc.curve} and \texttt{pr.curve} with the joint vector \texttt{x} specified for parameter \texttt{scores.class0} and the label vector specified for parameter \texttt{weights.class0}

\begin{verbatim}
> roc<-roc.curve(scores.class0 = x, weights.class0 = lab);
> pr<-pr.curve(scores.class0 = x, weights.class0 = lab);
\end{verbatim}

and obtain exactly the same AUC-ROC and AUC-PR values as before:
> roc

ROC curve

Area under curve:
0.9162667

Curve not computed ( can be done by using curve=TRUE )

> pr

Precision-recall curve

Area under curve (Integral):
0.8777665

Area under curve (Davis & Goadrich):
0.8777661

Curve not computed ( can be done by using curve=TRUE )

2 ROC and PR curves for soft-labeled data

In bioinformatics applications, the separation of data points into two classes is often not as clear as implied by a hard-labeling, where each data point either belongs to the foreground class or belongs to the background class. For instance, class separation might be based on some measurement (i.e., intensities on a microarray distinguishing active from inactive genes) and hard-labeling forces us to use a threshold on the measured values, where foreground data points are on one side of the threshold and background data points on the other side of the threshold. This setting seems to be arbitrary as the distance to the threshold is not reflected in the class label. Hence, if two data points are located on the same side of the threshold, they have the same impact on the classification performance, no matter if one of these points is very close to the threshold and the other is far away. In contrast, two data points that are very close to each other but on different sides of the threshold will be treated as completely different.

One possibility to circumvent these problems is soft-labeling, where each data point is assigned a probability of belonging to the foreground class and the converse probability of belonging to the negative class.

Here, we simulate such a scenario by drawing foreground probabilities for the foreground data points from the interval (0.5, 1) and foreground probabilities for the negative data points from the interval (0, 0.5).

> wfg<- c(runif(300,min=0.5,max=1),runif(500,min=0,max=0.5))
The distribution of the generated foreground probabilities of the foreground data points (green) and background data points (red) is shown in the following histogram.

In real applications, we would generate foreground probabilities from measurement values, for instance by applying an appropriately parameterized logistic function.

Given a joint vector of classification scores \(x\) as in the previous section and the just generated foreground probabilities, we compute the ROC and PR curve and the areas under these curves given the soft-labels by providing the scores as parameter \(\text{scores.class0}\) and the corresponding foreground probabilities as \(\text{weights.class0}\):

\[
\text{wroc}<-\text{roc.curve(scores.class0 = x, weights.class0 = wfg, curve = TRUE)}
\]

\[
\text{wpr}<-\text{pr.curve(scores.class0 = x, weights.class0 = wfg, curve = TRUE)}
\]

Internally, both functions of the PRROC R-package assume that the scores of the background data points are identical to those of the foreground data points (since each data point belongs to both classes with a certain probability) and that the background probabilities are just the converse probabilities of the foreground probabilities.

Hence, the following two calls yield exactly the same results as the previous ones:

\[
\text{wroc}<-\text{roc.curve(scores.class0 = x, scores.class1 = x,}
+ \text{weights.class0 = wfg, weights.class1 = 1-wfg, curve = TRUE)}
\]

\[
\text{wpr}<-\text{pr.curve(scores.class0 = x, scores.class1 = x,}
+ \text{weights.class0 = wfg,weights.class1 = 1-wfg, curve = TRUE)}
\]

Again, we can plot the ROC curve given these soft-labels using the \texttt{plot} function

\[
\text{plot(wroc)}
\]
and obtain the following plot.

We proceed for the PR curve given the soft-labels in exactly the same manner

> plot(wpr)

yielding the following plot.
For PR curves, the minimal possible PR curve is not equal to a straight line at precision = 0. For soft-labeled data, neither the PR curve nor the ROC curve typically reach a maximum AUC value of 1 or a minimum AUC value of 0.

To allow for a better impression of the (relative) performance of a classifier at hand, the PRROC package can also compute the maximum curve and its AUC value (parameter \texttt{max.compute = T}), the minimum curve and its AUC value (\texttt{min.compute = T}) and the curve and AUC value of a random classifier (\texttt{rand.compute = T}).

```r
> wpr<-pr.curve(scores.class0 = x, weights.class0 = wfg, curve = TRUE, 
+     max.compute = T, min.compute = T, rand.compute = T)
> wroc<-roc.curve(scores.class0 = x, weights.class0 = wfg, curve = TRUE, 
+     max.compute = T, min.compute = T, rand.compute = T)
```

This also provides relative AUC values, i.e., the minimal AUC subtracted from the original AUC and the result divided by the difference of maximum and minimum AUC, when evaluating the PR and ROC curve objects in R:

```r
> wpr

Precision-recall curve

Area under curve (Integral):
  0.6374131

Relative area under curve (Integral):
  0.6832175

Area under curve (Davis & Goadrich):
cannot be computed for weighted data

Curve for scores from -4.935784 to 2.888259
( can be plotted with plot(x) )

Maximum AUC:
  0.7987053   NA

Minimum AUC:
  0.2895479   NA

AUC of a random classifier:
  0.4431009   0.4431009
```
> wroc

ROC curve

Area under curve:
  0.6946752

Relative area under curve:
  0.8007416

Curve for scores from -4.935784 to 2.888259
( can be plotted with plot(x) )

Maximum AUC:
  0.8236585

Minimum AUC:
  0.1763415

AUC of a random classifier:
  0.5

If computed, the maximum and minimum curve and the curve of the random classifier may be included into the PR curve (and ROC curve) plots using parameters `max.plot`, `min.plot`, and `rand.plot`, respectively. In addition, the area between maximum and minimum curve may be shaded.

> plot(wpr, max.plot = TRUE, min.plot = TRUE, rand.plot = TRUE, + fill.area = TRUE)

This procedure gives the following plot.
Often, we not only want to assess the performance of a single classifier, but want to compare the performance of different alternative classifiers for a given problem. Here, we again generate classification scores of a second classifier from Gaussian distributions and compute ROC and PR curve for this classifier as well:

```r
> y <- c(rnorm(300, sd=2), rnorm(500, -5, sd=2))
> wpr2 <- pr.curve(scores.class0 = y, weights.class0 = wfg, curve = TRUE,
+ max.compute = TRUE, min.compute = TRUE, rand.compute = TRUE)
> wroc2 <- roc.curve(scores.class0 = y, weights.class0 = wfg, curve = TRUE,
+ max.compute = TRUE, min.compute = TRUE, rand.compute = TRUE)
```

Now, we can first plot the curve (the PR curve in this case) of the first classifier and assign a color to this curve using the parameter `color`. In addition, we might want to switch off the reporting of the AUC value in the title of the plot, since after adding a second curve, it may be unclear, which curve this value refers to.

```r
> plot(wpr, max.plot = TRUE, min.plot = TRUE, rand.plot = TRUE,
+ fill.area = T, color=2, auc.main = FALSE);
```

Afterwards, we can add the curve for the second classifier using the parameter `add = TRUE` and specify a color for this curve as well.

```r
> plot(wpr2, add = TRUE, color = 3);
```

Using the two plots commands above, we obtain a plot with two PR curves, one in red for the first classifier and one in green for the second classifier.
Subsequently, low-level R plotting functions like adding a legend with `legend` may be applied.

### 3 Parameters of the `plot` function

The `plot` function of the PRROC package has several additional parameters controlling the appearance of ROC and PR curve plots.

We can specify the colors for the color scale on the threshold values using the parameter `scale.color`.

```r
> plot(wpr, scale.color = heat.colors(100));
```
We can change the title of the plot with parameter `main` and choose whether to show the AUC value using parameter `auc.main`.

```r
> plot(wpr, auc.main = FALSE, main = "My classifier")
```

We can switch off the color scale using `legend = FALSE`.

```r
> plot(wpr, auc.main = FALSE, main = "My classifier")
```
We can modify the color of a curve using the parameter `color` (which automatically switches of the color scale) and modify, for instance, the line type of the curve using standard R `par` parameters.

```r
> plot(wpr, color=3, lty="dotted");
```
We can change the location of the color scale by specifying the border with parameter `legend`, where the numbers 1 to 4 have the same meaning as `axis` in standard R (1: bottom, 2: left, 3: top, 4: right).

```r
> plot(wpr, legend=1);
```
And we can modify the color of the shading between maximum and minimum curve (parameter `fill.color`) and of the additional (maximum, minimum, random) curves (`maxminrand.col`).

```r
> plot(wpr, rand.plot = TRUE, fill.area = TRUE,
+      fill.color = rgb(0.8,1,0.8), maxminrand.col = "blue" );
```

![PR curve](chart.png)

**PR curve**

\[ \text{AUC} = 0.6374131 \]

---

### 4 Plotting curves using other plot packages

We can obtain the points of the ROC or PR curve, e.g., for plotting using other packages:

```r
> curve.points<-wpr$curve
```

The resulting matrix contains three columns. In case of an ROC curve, the first column contains the false positive rates, the second column contains the corresponding sensitivities, and the third column contains the corresponding classification thresholds. In case of a PR curve, the first column contains the recalls (sensitivities), the second column contains the corresponding precisions, and the third column contains the corresponding classification thresholds, for instance

```r
> curve.points[1:5,]
```

```
[,1] [,2] [,3]  
[1,] 1.0000000 0.4431009 -4.935784  
[2,] 1.0000000 0.4431009 -4.935784  
[3,] 0.9987774 0.4431131 -4.766034  
```

---
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Using this matrix, ROC and PR curves can be plotted using independently of `plot.PRROC`. For instance, we can plot the PR curve from the last section using the standard `plot` command

```r
> plot(curve.points[,1],curve.points[,2],
+      xlab="Recall",ylab="Precision",t="l")
```

or using more sophisticated plotting routines, e.g., from `ggplot2` [5]:

```r
> ( + ggplot(data.frame(wpr$curve),aes(x=X1,y=X2,color=X3)) +     + geom_line() +     + labs(x="Recall",y="Precision", +     + title=format(wpr$auc.integral,digits=3), +     + colour="Threshold") +     + scale_colour_gradient2(low="red", mid="orange",high="yellow") + )
```
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